
LUCIA SABATINI / RIFLESSI 

 

Solo Art Exhibition 

 

POSEIDON OF PAROS RESORT & SPA HOTEL 

Golden Beach, Paros 

 

Opening: August 4, 2017 at 20:00 

 

As part of the artistic activities of Art Space / Studio 265 in Paros, Lucia Sabatini's 

solo painting exhibition titled "Riflessi" will be hosted by Poseidon of Paros Resort & 

Spa Hotel opening on Friday, August 4th. 

 

This event will be co-hosted by Life Coach and Fashion Blogger Anna Kontoleon and 
Curator and Art Historian Iris Kritikou. 
 

“Lucia Sabatini's work draws its raw materials from the primordial diachronic 

components of the Mediterranean. Owing their inspiration both to her birth place 

Italy and to her adopted homeland, Greece, her paintings balance with knowledge 

and grace between the eclectic composition of the dense natural patterns of her 

surroundings and the dynamic abstract horizontal and vertical compositions where 

the line interacts with color, shape and shadow. 

Tender flower stems and anxious tree trunks, soft velvet leaves and persistent rain 

drops, rugged coastlines and silver Aegean desert islands are featured through 

explosive colors and aniconic futuristic outlines, with fleeting musical notes and 

nightly fireworks, with rapid curves and anxious spirals that compile the feverish 

rhythm and narrate the exciting inner psyche of a magical universe. 

Sabatini's "Reflections", dreamlike and, at the same time, intensely modern, 

encourage the spectator’s gaze to wander and search, to wonder and explore, to 

sink and re-emerge into the glorious multiplicity of this wondrous adventure that is 

Painting,” writes Art Historian Iris Kritikou 

 

Lucia Sabatini was born in Empoli, Florence. She studied Painting and Fine Arts 

(maestro d'arte, diploma di magistero sezione decorazione pittorica, presso istituto 

di arte di Firenze) in the Accademia di Belle Arti in Florence. 

She has participated in numerous group exhibitions both in Italy and in Greece. Her 

works belong to private collections in Greece and abroad. 

 
The Art Space / Studio 265 art gallery was founded by the office of architects Vazaios 
Petropoulos, Dimitris Kareli, Nikos Hatzidimos, and the civil engineer Christos 
Smyrni and has a harmonious coexistence of architecture and art in a two-story 



modern aesthetic space, where new ideas and proposals are hosted to build and 
expand on dreams through art. 

The Art Space / Studio 265 cultural events aim to highlight the wonderful history, 
unparalleled natural beauty, light and the magic of Paros with the power of art and a 
direct link to tourism and culture. 

Address:  Poseidon of Paros Resort & Spa Hotel, Golden Beach, Paros 
Phone:  2284042650, 6944460172 
Facebook Event: Lucia Sabatini / Riflessi 
 
Duration of exhibition: August 4th through the 30th  
Opening: Friday August 4, 2017 at 20:00 

 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/events/470079026701965/

